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Introduction

Activate was developed from a collaboration between researchers at the
University of Bath and the Rugby Football Union: Dr Grant Trewartha,
Professor Keith Stokes, Dr Matthew Attwood, Dr Mike Hislop (all
University of Bath), Dr Simon Kemp, and Dr Mike England (both Rugby
Football Union).

Player welfare across rugby is a priority, and World Rugby continually works
to ensure our stakeholders can access innovative, evidence-based tools
shown to reduce injuries in the game.

Dr Alasdair Dempsey (Griffith University), Professor Carolyn Emery
(University of Calgary), Dr Richard Mack (Bath Rugby), Ms Katie Morris
(Rugby Football Union), Mr Des Ryan (Arsenal Football Club), Professor
Evert Verhagen (VU University), Dr Matthew Cross, Dr Carly McKay,
Dr Simon Roberts, Dr Sean Williams, Mr Vincent Singh, and Dr Shaun
Williams (all University of Bath) also contributed to developing and refining
the design and content of the programme.

Evidence behind Activate

While being based on scientific evidence is important, Activate was also
designed to suit the community rugby environment. This will help to ensure
that players and coaches can get the most from the programme if used
regularly and properly
In partnership with England Rugby and University of Bath, World Rugby
strongly endorses the Activate programme to coaches across the rugby
community.

26-40% & 29-60%
REDUCTION
REDUCTION
IN SOFT TISSUE INJURIES1,2

The Activate Injury Prevention Programme is one example of an evidencebased tool with the potential to reduce injuries across youth and adult
rugby, especially soft tissue injuries and concussion. As well as contributing
to improved safety, reducing the number of injuries and amount of
time missed due to injury can benefit the athletic development and
performance of players which in turn can help to boost player retention and
the chances of teams being successful on the field.

Dr Martin Raftery

IN CONCUSSION1,2

Chief Medical Officer, World Rugby
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ACTIVATE MANUAL
What is Activate?
ADULT PROGRAMME

rnate
ing

ching

The programme was developed using scientific evidence and expert
opinion, whilst feedback from active coaches helped to ensure that the
programme is suitable to use across community-level rugby settings.
Shoulder ‘Workout’
S:2 R: 1
D: 15 s each repetition
• Player one raises arms out in from
at shoulder-height, while player two
grasps player one’s wrists
• Player two attempts to rapidly
move player one’s arms up and
down, while player one attempts
to resist

NSITY
0%

and

Activate is a structured, progressive exercise programme that is designed to
be used as part of training sessions and pre-match warm-up routines.

Key cues: Head neutral. Pinch the
shoulders together. Brace through
trunk.

IVATE U18 PROGRAMME

body, upper body, and neck area

There are four versions of Activate:
•

Under-15 (Age 13–15 years)

•

Under-16 (Age 15–16 years)

•

Under-18 (Age 16–18 years)

•

Adult (Age 18+ years)

Each version contains several progressive phases to be used throughout the
playing season.
All versions of the programme share a similar structure and contain the
same types of training activities:
•

balancing and hopping exercises to improve general movement
control

•

bodyweight and partner resistance exercises to develop lower and
upper body strength and control

onal side shuffles to the left or right
e skip in a lunge position, keeping the trunk

•

plyometric exercises to develop lower and upper body power

n performing two diagonal side shuffles to the

•

landing and side-stepping to develop control and technique when
performing these activities during play

ffle to Lunge

Single Arm Row
S:1 R: 2 each side

• In pairs, grasp the wrist of each
p. Hip, knee,
and ankle
in line. Knees over
hold
other’s
right arm
left),
• The aim is to tap partner’s shoulder
with the right hand, while stopping
the partners from doing the same

her.
ugh

Key cues: Pinch the shoulders
together. Brace through the trunk.

Research has shown that the programme can reduce the number of injuries
to muscles and ligaments (by 26-40%) and the number of concussions
(by 29-60%) in youth and adult community-level rugby players. Using the
programme more frequently has also been shown to further lessen injury
risk.

This instruction manual is part of a package of resources designed to help
coaches use Activate with their players. In addition, coaching cue cards and
filmed demonstrations of exercises are free to access online through the
World Rugby Player Welfare Page (http://www.playerwelfare.worldrugby.
org/), while a smartphone application will be available to download from
the Apple and Android app stores.
This manual contains important information on how the programme
should be used. Following the programme, as directed, as closely as
possible will help to optimise its’ effectiveness.
It is important that coaches understand how to deliver the programme,
work to help players perform all exercises with good control, balance, and
technique, and recognise when to progress players to more advanced
phases of the programme. As well as accessing online materials, we
encourage coaches to attend one of the face-to-face courses delivered by
Trainers and Educators within their Union or by World Rugby during 2019
and 2020 to further develop their understanding of Activate and to share
practice with fellow coaches.

What are the benefits of using Activate?
Using Activate with players will help to develop and improve their:
•

General movement control and skill – Many of the exercises in
Activate can help to develop the stability and mobility that underpin
the safe and effective performance of various movements when
playing rugby

•

Conditioning and athletic performance – The progressive nature of
Activate can help to improve parts of players’ athletic performance;
such as: strength, power, running speed, and ability change of
direction efficiently

•

Physical robustness – Using Activate can help to develop the ability
of muscles, tendons, and ligaments to handle the forces they
experience when playing rugby, leading to a lower risk of these
structures being damaged when playing rugby and other sports.
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How should Activate be used?

3

Setup

PHASE

1

S = Sets R = Repetitions

Activate can be used at the beginning of and during training, as well as
part of a pre-match warm-up. The youth programme should take 15-20
minutes to complete and the adult programme should take 20-25 minutes
ACTIVATE U15 PROGRAMME
D = Distance / Duration
to complete once players and coaches are familiar with the exercises.

Running activities to warm-up and develop control and technique when changing direction.

A

2 min.

INTENSITY
50%

PHASE
The programme
begins with a running-based warm-up, followed by
exercises to train and develop lower limb balance, strength, power, mobility,
and control when landing and changing direction. While best to complete
the activities on a natural or artificial turf pitch with plenty of space, a nonWalking Crunch S:1 R:2 D: 15 m
Plant and Cut
S:2 R:2 D: 15 m
•slip
Shuffle forward
two steps and
then raise
• Begin running
diagonally to the left
right
indoor
surface
(for
example,
aor sports
hall) can also be used. Coaches
one leg up straight in front of the body
• Plant the outside foot and cut to run diagonally in the
• Bring the opposite elbow to the knee of
other direction
should
always
check
the
area
where
players
complete the exercises is free
the raised leg by bending at the waist
• Alternate between cutting left and right
INTENSITY
ofcues:any
potential
70%
Key
Brace through
the trunk. Hip, hazards.
Key
cues: Chest up. Brace through the trunk. Hip, knee,

7

PART

Snake Run
S:1 R:2 D: 15 m
• Using the full width of the channel, alternate swerving
from left to right while running
• Drive the outside leg across the body to swerve

Key cues: Chest up.

knee, ankle in line.

ankle in line

Balance exercises to develop movement control and stability
in the lower
body
andPogo
trunk Jumps
PART
Single
Leg
Single leg balance

PART

B

Forward Hop and Stick with
S:2 R:7 each leg
Shallow Squat

Suggested pitch layout for Activate:

S: 1 R: 12 (6 each leg)

• Stand on one leg with a slight bend in the knee
• Hold for 10 seconds before switching to the other leg

C

S:2 R: 8 each leg

Single Leg Hop Forwards into Double Leg Landing
S: 1 R: 12 (6 each leg)

7 min.

4 min.

Key cues: Chest up. Hip, knee, ankle in line. Knee over
toes.

• Stand
on one leg with a slight
bend in the
knee in the
• Maintaining
a slight
bend
• Hop forwards to land squarely on both feet in a partial squat
knee, bound up and down on the
position

ball of one foot
• Try to minimise time that the foot
spends in contact with the ground
between each jump

• Hop forwards by taking off and landing on the
same leg
• Between each hop forward, perform one single
leg squat on the standing leg

PART

Bodyweight or partner resistance activities to develop strength and control through the lower body, upper body, and

activities are group-based. Coaches can also choose to introduce rugby
balls or other available equipment should they feel this will make certain
PART
exercises
more purposeful and fun for players. When players
need to perform an activity for a time (for example, 30
Toe-Toe Squat
S:1 R:8 Nordic Hamstring Curl
S:1
R:5
• In pairsfor
of similar
height and
seconds),
it is best
someone
other
than the coach
(for Bridge Resisted Shoulder Tap
Front-Side-Front
6 min.
weight, stand facing each other
• Both players kneel on the ground,
• Interlink hands and walk the feet
S:1 R:1 D: 5 seconds each
S:1 R: 2 (1 each side)
with player two holding player
example, an assistant
coach
part(total
in25the
forward until the
toes of each or player
one’s ankles not takingposition
seconds)
D: 15 seconds each side
player are touching
• Player one slowly lowers their
ADULT
PROGRAMME
• Begin in a front bridge position
• In pairs, grasp the wrist of each
back and extend the elbows
forwards while
resisting
• Perform
the following sequence
other’s right arm
session) to keep• Lean
This then torso
allows
the
coach
to
focus
on
totime.
counter-balance
falling
and hold each bridge for 5
• The aim is to tap partner’s
• Flexing at the hips and knees,
• Player one uses their arms to land
seconds:
front,
side
(left),
front,
shoulder with the right hand,
both players perform a squat
when
the
controlled
lower
cannot
monitoring players’ technique. be held
side (right), front
while stopping the partners from

C

Key cues: Chest up. Brace through
the trunk. Knees over toes

Key cues: Chest up. Brace
through the trunk.

Progression
Kneeling Drop Catch – Plyometric Press Up

Sprint Conditioning and exercises to improve neck
strength and function

Key cues: Head neutral.
Shoulders level with hips. Brace
through the trunk.

doing the same

S:1 R:15
Landing, change of direction, and plyometric training to develop power and control

D

seven phases). Players should start using the programme at the beginning
INTENSITY
of pre-season training, but can also start using the
70%programme later in the
3 min. Shuttle to Edge of Square S: 1 R: 4 (2 each direction)
Forward Bounding S: 1 R: 2
season too. If starting
later
in theapartseason, all players should
stillas farbegin
• Begin standing with
feet shoulder-width
• Jump forwards
as possible inat
three continuous bounds
• On coach’s cue, turn and run to the edge of the square
• Use the arms to drive forwards when jumping
• When 2-3
strides
from the
edge, plant the outside footand
and cut back
to the start
• Time to minimise
time
feet are in contact with the ground between jumps
the starting phase
of
the
programme
progress
through
the
phases
position
Keytrunk.
cues: Chest up. Hips, knees, and ankles in line. Soft knees.
Key cues:together.
Chest up. Hip,Shoulders
knee, and anklelevel
in line. with hips. Brace through the
onwards.
Key cues: Pinch shoulders
S:1 R:2 each direction

INTENSITY
75%

Key cues: Chest up. Hip, knee, ankle in line. Knee over toes.

RepeatedExercises
Sprint
are designed to become more challenging when moving through
Conditioning
the phases to challenge and develop players’ physical abilities. Players will
S: 5 R: 1 D: 30 s

generally
• Mark a course
of 25 metresneed six-eight weeks for each phase (12-16 sessions per phase
with cones every
5 metres
if
the
programme
is used
twice
per week) toShoulder
develop
a suitable level of
Weaving
Tuck
Jumps
‘Workout’
• Half of squad perform back
and forth sprints
to eachbalance,
control,
technique
with the exercises
moving
S:1and
R:2 D:
15 m each repetition
S:2 R:1 D:before
15 s each
repetitionto a
cones for 30 seconds while
•
Jump
forward
as
high
as
possible
•
Player
one
raises
arms
out
in from to suit
new
phase.
Certain
exercises
can
also
be
altered
within
each
phase
Activate has minimal need for equipment. Setting up only requires some other half performs neck
while keeping feet together,
at shoulder-height, while player two
strengthening exercises
Static
Neck
Contractions
alternating between
jumping
grasps player
one’s
wrists
the
needs of individual
players
within the group,
either
by
increasing or
cones to mark the areas to complete the exercises. Many exercises in
• Swap groups
to alternate
diagonally to the left and right
• Player two attempts to rapidly move
S: 1 R: 1 each direction D: 15 s each direction
between the two exercises
decreasing
the
challenge.
Activate are performed individually or in pairs, while the running-based
• Tuck the knees into the chest
player one’s arms up and down,
• Use hands to apply force to the head in a number of directions while keeping
• Try to minimise the time feet spend
while player one attempts to resist
the head still
in contact with the ground between
• Direction of forces: (chin to chest, eyes to sky, ear to shoulder, looking over
each
jump
INTENSITY
shoulder)
Key cues: Head neutral. Pinch the
50%

D

4 min.

Key cues: Head neutral. Chest up. Brace through trunk.

• Start by resting the
chest for 10 secon
• Raise the head to l
possible and hold f
• Return head to neu
before looking as f
over the left and ri
holding each for 10

Key cues: Head neutral. Chest up.
Key cues: Chest up
Brace through the trunk.

• From kneeling position, slowly fall forward with arms reaching forwards
Activate
comprises
several
• Use arms to
catch the body with
elbows progressive
slightly bent beforephases
explosively (Youth – four phases; Adult –
PART
pushing body away from the ground to perform as clap press-up

• From standing start, accelerate up to 75% pace
• On coach’s cue, decelerate by chopping stride
length and flexing at the hips and knees
• Once at 25% pace, perform a plant and cut to the
left or right and accelerate forwards again

Key cues: Brace through the trunk. Hips,
knees, ankles in line. Soft knees.

Standing Neck
S:1 D: 10 s each

Resistance training activities to develop strength and power

Run, Set, Cut

Key cues: Chest up. Hips, knees, ankles in line. Soft knees.

Key cues: Chest up. Brace through
the trunk.

ACTIVATE U18 PROGRA

PHASE

Key cues: Chest up. Brace through
the trunk. Knee over toes.

shoulders together. Brace through
trunk.

ACTIVATE MANUAL
Youth Programme Structure

Adult Programme Structure

Each phase of the youth programme consists of four parts and has 16
exercises to complete in total.

Each phase of the adult programme consists of four parts and has 12
exercises to complete in total.

Part
A

Focus

Time

Number of
Exercises

Running-based preparation and Change of
Direction Practice

2 mins

3

Part
A

Focus: Running technique, coordination
and changing direction through enhancing
movement control in the trunk and lower limbs
B

4 mins

Lower body Balance Training

2

B

8 mins

Targeted Resistance Training

5

C

6 mins

2

D

Focus: Improving control through the trunk
and lower limbs during controlled landing and
changing direction activities

PHASE

1

3

tner resista
nce

A

2 min.

tion

Running activities
to warm-up and
develop
Exaggerated Skip
S:1 R:2 D: 15 m

PART

activities
to develo
p strengt
h and con
trol throug
h

Range of Movement, Strength and Balance

Strength, Stability, Agility and Power

Strength and Fitness

control and techniqu
e

A Skip

E U15 PR
OG

n

ACTIVATE U16 PRO
GRAMME

when changing direc

S:1 R:2 D: 15 m
• Shuffle forward
s 2-3
steps before swinging
• Forcefully drive
the knee
one leg up
and curl the toes
up on the
• Clap hands
swinging leg
underneath the
the low
• Drive foot to ground
raised
as
leger body, upp
quickly as possible
er body,
• Alternate with
and nec
Co-ordinate knee
raising
and elbow
k area• drive
left and right legs

ACTIVAT

7 mins

6

7 mins

6

6 mins

2

Focus: Developing anaerobic conditioning and
neck strength

OG
ADULT PR

D = Distance / Dura

2

RAMME

PHASE

tion.
PROG
TE U18
ACTIVA

2

E
RAMM

PART

A

n
atio
atio
Dur
cece/ /Dur
tan
tan
Dis
s s DD= =Dis
ion
ion
etit
etit
Rep
s s RR= =Rep
Set
S S= =Set
Games
Small-sided
D: 5 min

es
l-sided gam
• Use smal
rs moving,
to get playe
, and act as
keep warm
ng exercise
a pulse-raisi
initially
ld be no
• Groups shou
6 players
larger than

B

7 min.

INTENSITY
50%

PHASE
Snake Run
D: 15 m
S:1 R: 3

nel, alternate
of the chan
ing
full width
while runn
• Using the
left to right
to
swer ving from leg across the body
outside
• Drive the
ve
swer

RAMME

body
and lower
the upper
PART
ility across
ility and stab
improve mob
Activities to

6

Twist

S: 1 R: 12

with
fingers
apar t with
lder-width
ld be shou
• Feet shou
s
the elbow
r the toes
held unde
possible with
as deep as
• Squat down s
knee
reaching arms
inside the
alternately
while
t,
ches
• Rotate
head Y
fingers
ing
above theINTENSIT
keep
70%while
n legs
• Straighte
th the toes
undernea

d
Squat Stan

e
Knee Rais
walk with
Heel to Toe
D: 15 m
S: 1 R: 2
Resista
chest

ADULT PROGRAM
ME

nce training activit
the
ng knee to
leg
ies to develop streng
• Pull the leadi raise on the planted
th and power
a calf
• Step into
forwards
Forward Tuck Jumps
each step
• Repeat with
MATCH
Stand with
Front
S:1 R:2
Running activi
S:1 R:8
ties to warm-up
INTENSITYS:1 Bridge
shoulder- feet a little wide
DAY
r than
width apa
the
R:1
D: 15 m each repetiti
body
D:
front at
on
shoulder- rt and arms raise
Hip, knee,
Diagonal Triple
50% • Start facin 30 s
Activities
Chest up.
• Jumping forward
• Squat
d in
ral.
Hop
ll-sid
toed
and
neut
impro
down unti height
as high
g down
Sma
Head
ve
:
mobility and stabi
and rest
the fore
l thighs are
Stick
possible while keeping as
the grou
Key cues
PART Single
S:1 R:2 each leg
ing on
arm
nd befo
lity across the
feet
• Brace thro s and balls of Key
games and
cues: Chest up.
re returnin parallel with
together
Leg Pogo Jumps
position
ankle in line.
upper and lower
feet
• Alternate
ugh the
g to star
hopping three times
body
trunk to Hip, knee, ankle in line.
shoulder
• Tuck the knees
ting
• Keep hee
running
S:2 R: 8 each tleg
Double
into the
keep
diagonally forwards
s and hips
Press Up
ls
Ches up.
PART
Leg Glu
to the left
away from
chest
aligned
through in contact with
Head Lift.
with Pus
te Bridge
or right by taking
and
the grou
out the
the grou
S:1 R:8
Key cues: • Maintaining a slight bend
activities to
off and landing
h to Un
S:1 R:1
• Try to minimise
exercise
nd
nd
in the
cues: Chest up.
PART
the
balance
on
D: 30 s
time
the
the
same
knee,
leg
bound up and down
Brace through the
feet spend in contact
• Lie face
warm-up
on the
trunk. Hip, knee,
• Player
• Hopping distance
Chest up.
-up
with
ball of one foot
one
ankle in line.
should be far
w
Key cues:
the ground between
• Plant feet with hips and
body
two stoo adopts a press-up
enough to challeng
knees flexe
each
Arm Ro
• Try to minimise
d beside
e control
time that the foot
position
jump
Kneeling Drop Catch
• Raise hips close to buttocks
Single
d
e
• Player
and balance
, with play
spends in contact
and back
– Press Up
two app
Key cue
each sid
er
with the ground
h
straight
lies
s:
Snake Run
force toLeg
push play
S:1 R: 2
t of eac
between each jump
line from from the ground
Single
Key cue
trunk. Hip, Chest up. Brace
varioArabe
the wris
er
the shou
us bodysque
to make
s:
ulder Tap
S:1 R:15
thro
s, grasp
to maintai one off balance,
knee, ank
Shoulder ‘Worko
lders to
S: 1 R: 12 (6 each
together Pinch the shoulde
S:1 R:3 D: 15
• From kneeling
r
R: 5
• In pair
while play parts to
Prone Sho side
n a rigid
the knee a
ut’
S:1position,
le in line ugh the
.
leg)
m
Squat Stand
s shoulde
right arm
slowly fall forward
• Stand
posture
s
.
er one tries
lwith arms reaching
on one leg,
hips. Brac Shoulder level withrs
Cur
each
other’s
partner’
S:2 R:1 D: 15 s each
g
with
4
with
tap
ping
R:
Twist
the
strin
ition
to
standin
• Using the full
is
e through
Key cue
pos
S:1
le stop INTENSITY
repetition
g knee slightly bent
hold
holdingforwards
• Slowly lean forward
• Use arms
width of the chann
Key cue
r two
s: Brace
t bridge
Nordic Ham
• Feet should
• The aim right hand, whi
the trun
to catch the body
same 50%
S:1 R:7
uence and
• Player one raises
from the hip until
S: 1 R:12
s:
with playe
be shoulder-wid
t),
through
in a fron
el, alternate
Bent Hip
k.
swerving from
with elbows
arms out in from
Heel to Toe
doing the
trunk is parallel to
S:1
• Begin the following seq front, side (lef
slightly bent and
• Return to upright
with the
level with Pinch the
the trun
the ground,
th apart with
left to right while
toes
walk with Knee
perform a press-up
:
g Curl
at shoulder-height,
the ground
fingers held under
k.
while
ners from
rs kneel on
hips. Brac shoulde
rs
running
• Drive the outsid
player
before
to maintain balance
while player two
angle
Rotation
returning tothis
• Perform ge for 5 seconds
the part
Raise
Lunge
• Both playe
the
e through together. Shotrying
Hamstrin
S: 1 R:2 D: 15
Arm
starting
nd, with
c
al
e
•
d
leg
s
Squat
tains
grasps player one’s
position
across
rdi
ulde
rs
ion
grou
iste
brid
down
ankle
t
main
Lan
h
the
Static Ne
the trun
No
the
Res
m
as deep as possib
rs
ulde
body to swerve
fron
wrists
eac
each
direct
ards and
player one’s
k.
k.
(right),
kneel on
the sho
• Player two attempts
le with the elbows
les
plyometr ding, change of
er D: 15 s
• Rotate chest,
ck Contr
Multis torso forw
play
Key
Key cues:
• Pull the leadin
players
cues:
Key cues: Should
the trun
er.
bend
Raise
s: Pinch
to rapidly move
front, side
each
Chest
one’s ank torso forwards
Brace
while
inside
eth
one
Both
ugh
bend
cue
r
er
up.
Side
R:2
S:1 R:1
through
ic
•
alterna
dire
act
Brace
the
tog
uld
g
and
ers
tra
nt
knee
Playe
knees
thro
play
Key
the
through
rs
level with hips.
•
player one’s arms
tely reaching
1
ions
nd,
ction,
to the chest
ining to dev
eme
ing
• Straighten legs
their
the trunk.to the body
trunk.
Key the grou
each
isted Arm
Brace
Key cues: Chest
foot sho
up and down, while
Hips,
arms above the
• Step into
ugh
shoulde
Res
S: 2 R: Brace through
Pinch shoulders togethe
t the mov
knees,
two hold slowly lowers
anklesrsintheir trunk tocues:
while keeping
ghou
a calf raise onplayer
the trunk.
up.
arms close
Backward Hop
together.
player one attempts
head
rd, the lead
elop powe and
throu
D: 10 s eac direction
Pinch the hips. Brace thro
Hip, knee, ankle
Hold
r.
les
•
fingers
line.
the
kwa
Shoulde
one
s:
the
the
Soft
lowe
er
n
Circ
plante
each
bac
to
ly
rs
and
undern
knees.
Key
cue
with
resist
level
e
ng
• Repeat with
cues: Chest up. Brace
R:2
Stick
whe
withthe
slow
Arm
• Play in line.
eath the
tact
with
Key
rS:and
90°
S:1 each
h directio
• Strid
the body
ncetoes
n d leg
sting falli
s to land
Key cues: Head
to hips. Brace through
Bala
y in con
• Player one
steprepe
rs level
elbows to
1 R:con
titio
Key cues: Head neutral.
trunk.
on the toesin
forwar
the side of
12 (6
through the trunk.
troeach
n
set hip angle the
ds
while resi uses their arm held
• Use han
push back
Lift. Chest up. Single Leg
l leg) be squarel
Shoulde
Sprint
d
rear foot
s each leg
e hands to ioning
body,
away
Pinch the
Knee
• Hop backwards
taining the
D: 15 s each
ds
to land and
be
one
k.
shoulders togethe
hing the
and the l with a 90° ben
leg D: 30
• Try to mov Condit
over toes.
by taking off and
and slightly
and
cannot
exercisesmain
their arms
• Player
the trun
r. Brace through
the
ground
number to apply force to
elbows touc
landing on the same
to the side
to r one uses
S:1 R: 1 each
• Hopping distanc
ed lower
Repeated Sprint
d arms to
hips leve
keepingth
trunk.
ve neck
k.
of
the head
• Playeimpro
tance
whilestreng
• Hold arms
leg
and
Key cues: Head
controll
e should be far enough
and sprea
functi
the trun
ing resis
• Keep the
in a
head still directions while
ion
on
neutral. Chest
on one leg
h step
leg
to challenge control
through
keeping
the body toPARTwith partner offer
starting posit
Condit
from the body
trunk.ioning
up. Hip,
• Balance
from
and balance the lead e rear leg with eac
knee, ankle
the
gh the
• Directio
up. Brace
ng
arms away
tancein line.
Brace throu S:
n of
s: Chest
arms - varyi
side
• Try to raise
• Alternat
er offers resis
Chest up.
through
5 R: 1 D: 30 s
Key cue
s with the
to sky, ear forces: (chin to
Key cues:
while partn
small circle
s
up. Braces.
chest, eye
side,
st
to shoulde
circle
Make
the
•
Che
Pinch
s:
up.
s
shoulde
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Focus: Developing movement control and
mobility across the upper and lower body

Focus: Improving strength, stability, and
mobility across the upper and lower body
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Time

Focus: Running technique, coordination
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movement control in the trunk and lower limbs
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ACTIVATE MANUAL
How should Activate be coached to players?
For Activate to be effective, players need to perform the activities with
appropriate control, balance, and technique. Coaches leading the
programme play a key role in monitoring their players, communicating
key coaching points to improve performance, and ensuring exercises are
completed with good form.

•

In older age groups and adults, encouraging players to coach each
other if working in pairs or small groups.

•

Watching players completing the exercises and providing
constructive feedback to correct technique if required.

When beginning the programme or a new phase of the programme,
coaches should consider using the following practices:

•

Publicly praising players that complete the exercises with good
control, balance, and technique.

•

•

•
•

•

Take some time before starting a new phase to become familiar
with the new exercises. This could include viewing video clips of the
exercises or reading through the programme manual to understand
how to complete the exercise.
Dedicate a little more time than usual for the first session of a new
phase. This will allow coaches to communicate specific coaching
points to players and to check understanding without rushing
through.

The “Key Activate 8” coaching cues
While each individual exercise has some unique points that coaches should
use to instruct their players, there are also some generic cues that coaches
can also use that are common across many exercises and will help to coach
players in performing the exercises with good posture and control. These
cues are referred to as the “Key Activate 8” and include:
•

Head Neutral / Lifted (Think “Look over your sunglasses”)

Explaining the purpose of each part of the programme and it’s
benefits to the players

•

Chest Up

•

Pinch the shoulders together

Demonstrate the correct technique to the whole playing squad.
Using a player to demonstrate allows the coach to talk through the
key coaching points for performing the exercise for the whole group
to see.

•

Shoulders level with hips

•

Brace through the trunk

•

Soft Knees

•

Hip, Knee, Ankle in Line

•

Knee over Toes

Allow the players to have a go at the exercise in pairs or small groups
to get a feel for how the exercise should be completed.

Once players are familiar with the exercises within a phase, coaches
should begin to emphasise the following:
•

Using a selected number of key cue points specific to each exercise

•

Prioritising quality over quantity when completing the activities.

Each exercise in the Activate programme typically includes two or three
associated Key Activate 8 cues.

ACTIVATE MANUAL
Frequently Asked Questions
What sort of exercises are included in a typical phase of the Activate programme?
The types of training methods within both youth and adult versions of the programme typically include: running and change of direction-based activities,
lower limb balance training, plyometrics and landing activities, and bodyweight and partner resistance training. A sample phase of youth (under-16) and
adult Activate programme is included here:
Youth (U16) Sample Phase
Part A
PHASE

1
PART

A

7 min.

2 repetitions of 15 metres

Walking Crunch

2 repetitions of 15 metres

Plant and Cut
Leg
Balance
S S= =Sets
Sets RR= =Repetitions
Repetitions DD=Single
=Distance
Distance
/ /Duration
Duration with eyes
closed
Part B
Small-sided Games
D: 5 min
• Use small-sided games
to get players moving,
keep warm, and act as
a pulse-raising exercise
initially
• Groups should be no
larger than 6 players

Small-sided
games and
running
activities to
warm-up the
body

Adult Sample Phase

Snake Runs

Small-sided Games

5-10 minutes

Snake Runs

2 repetitions of 15 metres

4 repetitions of 15 metres

Squat Stands

12 repetitions

6 repetitions
of 3 seconds
on each leg
ACTIVATE
U16
ADULT
PROGRAMME
PROGRAMME

Heel to Toe Walk with Knee Raise

2 repetitions of 15 metres

Single Leg Balance Back Slaps

30 seconds on each leg

Shoulder Static Resisted Lateral
Raise

2 repetitions of 15 seconds

Shoulder Static Resisted External
Rotation

2 repetitions of 15 seconds

Arabesque with Aeroplane

10 repetitions on each leg

Mountain Climber

6 sets of 5 repetitions

3 repetitions on each leg

Hop and Stick Forwards

6 repetitions on each leg

16 repetitions

Pop Press ups – wide to narrow

15 repetitions

Jogging high ball Jumps

2 sets of 5 repetitions

Diagonal skip to sway lunge

2 sets of 5 repetitions

Shoulder workout

2 sets of 15 seconds

5 metre shuttle – repeated sprint
conditioning

2 sets of 30 seconds

Static Neck Contractions

15 seconds in each direction

Activities to improve mobility and stability across the upper and lower body

INTENSITY
50%

Hop and Stick Forwards

6 repetitions on each leg

Zombie Squat

8 repetitions

Single Leg Bridge

4 repetitions on each leg

Snake Run
S:1 R: 3 D: 15 m

Part
C the fullPlank
with
Alternate
Leg Raise
• Using
width of the
channel,
alternate
swerving from left to right while running
• Drive the outside leg across the body to
swerve

Press up to Plank

Squat Stand

Part D

Side Step and Sway
Pogo Jumps

4 repetitions
S: 1 R: 12

• Balance on one leg and spread arms to the
side
• Perform back slaps, alternating between
upper and lower arms

Key cues: Brace through the trunk. Hip, knee,
ankle in line. Knee over toes.

B

Part B

7 min.

Heel to Toe walk with Knee Raise
S: 1 R: 2 D: 15 m

10 seconds in each
direction
• Pull the leading knee to the chest

Key cues: Head Lift. Chest up.

• Step into a calf raise on the planted leg
• Repeat with each step forwards

Key cues: Head neutral. Chest up. Hip, knee,
ankle in line.

Single Leg Arabesque
Resisted Arm Side Raise
S:1 R:2 each player
D: 15 s each repetition

PART

30 seconds

• Feet should be shoulder-width apart, with
fingers held under the toes
• Squat down as deep as possible with the
elbows inside the knees
• Straighten legs while keeping fingers
underneath the toes

Static neck contractions

Key cues: Chest up.

Single Leg Balance Back Slaps
S:1 R: 1 each leg D: 30 s each leg

Part A

Resisted Arm Rotation
S:1 R:2 each player D: 15 s each

• Hold arms to the side and slightly away
from the body
• Try to raise arms away from the body to
the side, while partner offers resistance

• Hold arms close to the body and bend
elbows to 90°
• Try to move hands to the side of the body
while keeping elbows touching the body,
with partner offering resistance

Key cues: Head neutral. Chest up. Pinch
the shoulders together.

Key cues: Head neutral. Chest up. Pinch
the shoulders together.

S:1 R:10 each leg

• Stand on one leg, with the standing knee slightly bent
• Slowly lean forward from the hip until the trunk is parallel
to the ground and arms are spread to the sides
• Return to upright while maintaining balance

Key cues: Head neutral. Brace through the trunk. Hip,
knee, ankle in line.

Part C

Part D

ACTIVATE MANUAL
Which version of Activate should be used?
Activate has been designed to differ slightly for each age group to better
serve the needs of players as they get older and gain more training experience. Players aged 13-15 years should use the under-15 programme,
while players aged 15-16 years should use the under-16 programme, and
players aged 16-18 should use the under-18 programme. Players older
than under-18 should use the adult programme.

When should Activate be completed?
Ideally Activate should be completed during team-based training sessions
and as the first team-based activity of a match-day warm-up routine.
What should be done if time to warm up is limited before training session
or matches?
For training sessions, it is possible to incorporate parts of Activate within
the main part of the session, such as through breakout or skill/game zone
activities. Alternatively, certain parts of Activate can be prioritised to cut
down on time during the warm-up, although this should be a last resort.
When prioritising which parts to complete when time is short, Activate
should be completed in the following order:
Youth Programme

Adult Programme

1) Part C – 8 minutes

1) Part B – 7 minutes

2) Part D – 6 minutes

2) Part C – 7 minutes

3) Part B – 4 minutes

3) Part D – 6 minutes

4) Part A – 2 minutes

4) Part A – 10 minutes

Are there differences when using the programme before
matches or training sessions?
The Adult programme has a separate match-day specific phase that
should be completed as part of pre-match warm ups throughout the
season. Phases 1 to 7 of the adult programme should be used before or
during training sessions throughout the season.
Phases 1 to 4 of the youth programmes can be used before matches and
before or during training sessions throughout the season.
The only exercises that should not be completed in pre-match warm-ups
are the Nordic Hamstring Curl variations, which can tire the hamstring
muscles.

The best benefits come from using Activate three times per
week, but what would happen if my players cannot do the
programme that many times?
Results from the studies showed that the most compliant teams saw
the greatest reduction in injuries, however teams that completed the
programme once or twice per week still saw a reduction in injuries. As with
any training programme, using the programme as often as is practical
in your situation is likely to optimise the reduction in injuries that you are
likely to see.

Some of my players are struggling to complete certain
exercises, what should I do?
The Activate programme focuses on improving players’ movement quality
and control. If a player or players struggle with some of the exercises,
lower the number of repetitions to focus on quality over quantity. If
players still struggle to complete exercises with a lower number of
repetitions, then regress to a previous phase, or in some cases exercises
will have associated regressions. Encourage players to continue with the
current exercises because they should improve their capability through
practice over the course of the six to eight weeks for a phase.

What if a player gets injured or misses part of the programme
before coming back?
Activate may be used as part of return to participation for players
returning to training after injury. Players coming back after injury should
continue to use the phase they were completing at the time they were
injured, even if their squad have moved to a new phase. These players
should only progress to the next phase once they can complete the phase
without pain and have developed the necessary level of competency.

ACTIVATE MANUAL
Why does using Activate reduce injuries?

I don’t like completing Activate in its current format and layout,

can I modify the programme without reducing the effects on
This has not yet been investigated, but there are several theories as to
injury risk?
why the Activate programme may reduce injuries. The finding that soft
tissue injuries were substantially reduced in teams using the Activate
The teams involved in both studies that tested the Activate programme
ACTIVATE U15 PROGRAMME
PHASE
programme
would suggest some training effects on muscles, tendons
typically used the programme as a standalone warm-up for matches
and ligaments
whichor partner
helped
to strengthen
structures.
wellbody,
asupper body, and neck
andareatraining sessions. However, it is possible to alter the structure of the
Bodyweight
resistance
activities to developthese
strength and
control throughAs
the lower
this, it may be possible that the programme helped to improve the general
programme if the quality of the exercise completion is not diminished, and
movement control and quality of players.
the modification to using the programme is safe. Coaches are encouraged
to be creative when delivering and integrating Activate so that their
The
reduction
in
concussions
may
be
attributed
to
the
neck
exercises
PART
Walkout Press Up
S:1 R:4
training
sessions can remain purposeful and enjoyable for the players.
in the Activate
programme. There is some evidence that neck strength
• From a standing position, crouch down and
Reverse Lunge
walk
the
hands
forwards
until
in
a
press-up
Side Bridge with Leg Raise
Nordic Hamstring Curl S:1 R:7
S:1
R:4
each
side
position
6 min.
and
function
are associated
with concussionS:1risk
in other sports, so the
R:1 each side D: 15 seconds each side
• Both players kneel on the ground, with
• Perform one press-up andCommon
slowly walk the
examples of modification to the programme include delivering
• Stride backward, the lead foot should
player two holding player one’s ankles
hands back to the crouched position.
• Begin by laying on side, then raise trunk from the
be squarely in contact with the
•
Player
one
slowly
lowers
their
torso
exercises
may
have
helped
to
strengthen
the
muscles
in
the
neck
to
•
Hips should not be higher than shoulderground
to
form
a
straight
line
from
the
shoulders
and
ground and the rear foot on the toes
Activate
in
parts throughout the training session rather than entirely as
forwards
while
resisting
falling
height during the exercise
ankles
• Keep the hips level with a 90° bend in
one uses their arms to land when
on forearm and
lowermost foot
the lead leg
better tolerate
the forces• Player
experienced
during•• Rest
rugby
while
also helping to
the
controlled lower cannot be held
Slowly raise uppermost leg to shoulder-height and
• Alternate rear leg with each step
a
warm-up
and integrating the exercises within games as breakout skill
Key cues: Pinch the shoulders together.
return to rest on bottom leg
Shoulders level with hips. Brace through
maintain
other
of
function
of Pinch
motion
or
proprioception.
Key cues:
Chest up. Bracelike
through range
the
Key cues:
Chest up. aspects
Brace through
Key cues:
the shoulders
together.
Brace
the trunk.
zones or game zones.

4

C

the trunk. Knees over toes.

PART

trunk.

through the trunk

Landing, change of direction, and plyometric training to develop power and control

D

Shuttle To Edge of Square
S: 1 R: 2 each direction
• Begin standing with feet shoulder-width apart
• On coach’s cue, turn and run to the edge of
the square
• When 2-3 strides from the edge, plant the
outside foot and cut back to the start position

3 min.
INTENSITY
75%

Broncos

S: 1 R: 6

• Beginning in crouched position, spring the feet backwards to adopt a
press-up position
• Using the arms, explosively press the torso back towards the feet to
finish in a crouched position

Key cues: Head lift. Shoulders level with hips. Brace through the
trunk.

Key cues: Chest up. Hip, knee, ankle in line.
Knee over toes.

I am working with a youth team and have just come to the end
of a season – should I stay with the same version of Activate or
move to a different programme for the next season?
Resisted Neck Movements
S:1 R:1 each direction
D: 10 seconds each direction

Activate is designed to offer continuity as teams move from Under-15 to
Under-16, Under-16 to Under-18, and Under-18 to Adult rugby. As players
move through the age groups to adult rugby, they should progress to the
appropriate version of the programme because the exercises within the
Key cues: Chest up. Brace through the
trunk .
separate programmes are slightly more advanced to reflect the needs of
each age group.
• In pairs, player one tries to move their head
in various directions while player two offers
some light resistance against this
• Direction of forces to be applied: chin-tochest (flexion), eyes-to-sky (extension), ear
to shoulder (left and right lateral flexion),
look over the shoulder (left and right
rotation)

Can all players use the programme?
The studies that tested the Activate programme were carried out on
adolescent schoolboys aged 14–18 years-old and adult male players.
Whilst the exercise programme is also likely to benefit other younger age
groups as well as female rugby players, it should be noted that not all
exercises may be appropriate for these groups. Coaches should use their
discretion in these cases to modify the programme to suit the needs of
other playing groups.
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